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1. INTRODUCTION: RESOURCEFUL AND RESILIENT COMMUNITY ENVIRONMENTAL 
ACTION (RECOMS) 

 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 
 

This report provides an overview of the key features, highlights, and findings of an innovative research 
and training network entitled ‘Building Resourceful and Resilient Communities through Adaptive and 
Transformative Environmental Practice’ (RECOMS). 

Running from 2018-2022 the primary purpose of RECOMS was to provide advanced training to fifteen early 
stage research fellows (ESRs) in transdisciplinary approaches to supporting resourceful and resilient 
community environmental practice.  

As an integral part of their training, all fifteen ESRs have each undertaken doctoral level research study 
aimed at investigating and tackling key societal sustainability challenges across a range of different 
domains (e.g. food, water, forestry, farming mobility, climate change), and scales. The individual doctoral 
studies have been organised around three inter-connecting themes: Adapting and Transforming; 
Collaborating and Connecting; and, Unlocking and Empowering.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nurturing the potential of community groups to create adaptive and transformative sustainability 
pathways was a consistent feature of all fifteen projects, whilst the use of visual, creative and 
participatory research methods has been a golden thread throughout their training programme and 
respective research. 

In addition to undertaking doctoral research, all fifteen ESRs have benefited from advanced training in a 
range of scientific, professional, personal and transferrable skills. This training was punctuated by a series 
of seven consortium training events, including integrated action-based learning challenges, key note 
(academic and practitioner), field visits, and hands-on experimentation with an assemblage of visual and 
creative interactive communication techniques. The joint training curriculum, which also included a 
doctoral summer school and an additional writing retreat convened by the ESRs, has been complemented 
by online reflective learning portfolios, local training at hosting institutes, and on-the-job-training via 
secondments. 

The RECOMS consortium of eleven institutions located in six countries (Austria, Belgium, Finland, 
Germany, Netherlands and the UK) included universities, government research institutions, a national 
park, a small-sized enterprise and non-profit community organisations. This composition has allowed a 
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comparative approach to studying community resourcefulness across a range of national settings in the EU 
and beyond. Moreover, in accordance with the transdisciplinary nature of the entire project, both the 
ESRs and their research has directly benefitted from the fact that they have brought with them to the 
project a global array of nationalities and cultures, as well as a diverse mix of scientific backgrounds (e.g. 
environmental humanities, landscape architecture, engineering, planning, geography, economics, 
sociology). 

Through its action-learning and creative and participatory research-orientated focus on resourceful and 
resilient community environmental practice, RECOMS has sought to address European Union goals of 
sustainable and inclusive growth and territorial resource-based development, enhancing social cohesion 
and social innovation.  

In the next sub-section, short working definitions are provided for the key RECOMS conceptual pillars of 
community resourcefulness, community resilience, co-creativity and care-full scholarship. This is followed 
by a visual representation of key points in the RECOMS project timeline.  Sections 2 and 3 of this report 
then provide a scientific overview of how each of the key concepts (as defined in 1.2) were developed 
during the course of RECOMS. 

 

Table 1: Early Stage Researcher Number and Project Title 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Section 4 comprises of summary overviews documenting key findings and features of each of the fifteen 
doctoral research projects. These are accompanied by further information and links to a wide range of 
outputs, which we hope will be of interest and direct value to an extensive list of stakeholders, including: 
community groups, policy makers, environmental custodians, conservationists, arts-based practitioners, 
academics, and civil society more broadly.   

All the outputs featured within this report, together with further information on the 15 ESRs and the 
programme of training are also accessible on the project website: www.recoms.eu   

  

http://www.recoms.eu/
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1.2 DEFINITIONS OF KEY CONCEPTS 
 

Within RECOMS, the term community denotes both groups of local residents operating within a single 
space, and shared interest groups operating within one or multiple spaces. This includes more formal 
groupings (e.g. a neighbourhood watch, an adult learning group, a ‘friends of’ group, or a worship group) 
and those which are entirely casual, existing only through a common identity (e.g. a group of local farmers, 
housing association tenants, or young mothers).  
 
Whilst some groups may include committed environmentalists, others will be made up of individuals with 
no previous experience of environmental action. The willingness of the latter to pursue resourceful 
environmental practice may instead come about due to a desire, or need, to bring about gradual 
adaptation or immediate transformation, in the conditions of their community.  
 
Community resourcefulness is defined as the capacity of any community to work towards positively 
adapting or transforming their relationship with their environmental resource base in a manner that 
enhances community resilience.  
 
Community resourcefulness is thus intertwined with and a key contributor to community resilience. 
Examples include the development of renewable energy systems, community food initiatives (e.g. 
community supported agriculture, urban growing spaces, food hubs, food banks), low impact/sustainable 
community housing developments (community land trusts, co-housing), new forms of environmental health 
care provisioning (care farms, community gardens), outdoor educational and arts initiatives (community 
woodlands, outdoor theatre and arts spaces) and various locally autonomous forms of ‘green’ service 
provisioning (community waste recycling, repair and reuse schemes).   
Resourceful environmental practice leads to multi-fold ecological and economic value-creation, via the 
valorisation of assets and the sustainable use of material resources (energy, nature, landscape, water, 
timber etc.); societal value creation - via practices that enhance inclusiveness and social cohesion, but 
also via civic engagement in investments and social entrepreneurship; cultural value creation, via the use 
or reuse of cultural heritage and the integration of the creative cultural sector.  
 
A risk, however, when establishing and sustaining a positive cycle of action is empowering the already 
empowered whilst further disempowering the already disempowered (Franklin et al 2010). In RECOMS 
community resilience, is thus scientifically conceptualised as critical (evolutionary) resilience, 
constituting the capacity of a community to:  
i) adopt just, inclusive and sustainable approaches to practicing community resourcefulness with 

respect to the local resource base;  
ii) respond to, learn from and move forwards in situations of crisis and high vulnerability; and,  
iii) embed and normalise practices of resourcefulness into everyday community life. This ensures that 

transformations at the level of the everyday, in turn produce enhanced levels of resilience during 
acute crises. 
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1.3 RECOMS TIMELINE 

 

The Figure below gives a graphic overview of the key interactive meetings of the RECOMS and highlights the evolution of the key deliverables.  
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2. SCIENTIFIC OVERVIEW I: ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION OF RESOURCEFUL 
COMMUNITIES TOWARDS RESOURCEFUL AND RESILIENT FUTURES 

 

2.1. INTRODUCTION: THE NEED FOR TRANSFORMATION TOWARDS RESILIENT AND RESOURCEFUL 
FUTURES 
 

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and the Paris Agreement on Climate Change call for deep 
transformations (Sachs et al., 2019). Transformations are urgently needed in a range of areas to achieve 
the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and long-term sustainable systems, but there is a worrying 
lack of consensus in how to do this in practice (Horan, 2019).   

Communities face restrictions in access to, exclusion from, or depletion of local resources. Retained or 
increasing problems of energy poverty, environmental injustice and food insecurity, are just some of the 
consequences of the unsustainable patterns of living, production and consumption provoked by processes 
of globalisation and uneven development. Climate change adds further complexity and vulnerability to 
this picture.  

The simple evidence of global ambient temperature rises, changing rainfall patterns and more frequent 
or extreme weather events will severely impact communities and society as a whole (Bendell, 2018; Bendel 
and Read, 2021; González-Eguino et al. 2017, Wallace-Wells, 2019; Wiseman, 2021). Both ecosystems and 
people have been adapting to these climate-driven changes with the idea to adequately live with climate 
change and its associated risks and impacts (Ajulo et al., 2020).  

Incremental adaptation and coping strategies do provide communities with short-term solutions to climate 
risks. However, this is not sufficient to protect communities from greater risks in the future. Incremental 
adaptation responses all too often address the current structures, systems, behaviours and its associated 
lock-ins, path dependencies and vested interests that contribute to social vulnerability (Boon et al., 2021; 
Fedele et al., 2020; Hölscher et al., 2020; O’Brien, 2012; Ribot, 2014).  

Scholarly attention has therefore shifted to the concept of transformation addressing the root causes of 
climate risks. The common thread in these debates on sustainability challenges and climate urgency is the 
acknowledgment that instead of incremental adaptation and coping strategies, there is a need for more 
transformative long-term strategies and responses responding to climate change and towards 
sustainability. 

A major driver of deliberate transformative responses to the current challenges are bottom-up processes 
in which communities are able to self-organise (Ajulo et al., 2020). An increasing and wide variety of 
grassroots and community initiatives is emerging, responding to climate risks and sustainability problems. 
Conditional for such initiatives are local participation and partnerships fostered through social networks, 
research, social innovation and trust among all stakeholders (Engle, 2017). However, there is limited 
understanding so far of how societies and communities have attempted to reduce their vulnerability to 
climate change (Fedele et al. 2020). It is the reason that a relational framing of community resourcefulness 
and critical evolutionary resilience has constituted the conceptual pivot of this training programme. 

Here we provide an overview of some of the ways in which communities can contribute to more resilient 
and sustainable futures, responding to climate risks and sustainability challenges. This calls for resourceful 
and resilient community action, especially in the face of social and environmental injustice and/ or regions 
prone to risks. Based on lessons learnt during the RECOMS program, and a literature review, we begin by 
addressing the following questions: 
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• What is transformation? 
• What is the relevance of place? 
• How do resourceful communities take the lead responding to climate change and sustainability 

challenges?  
• What are conditions to support resilient futures? 
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2.2 WHAT IS TRANSFORMATION? 
 

Transformation is a broad term which can refer to transformative 
pathways to realise mitigation (Clarke et al., 2014), transformations 
in order to adapt to climate change impacts (Fedele et al., 2019; 
Lonsdale et al. 2015; Revi et al., 2015), transformations as radical 
change to a ‘good Anthropocene’ (McPhearson et al., 2021), 
sustainability transformations (Lam et al., 2020a; Horlings et al., 
2020) and social or societal adaptation to climate change (Leichenko 
and O’Brien, 2019). In essence, transformation is about change—but it 
is not synonymous with change. For most authors, it implies change 
that is more than routine: a fundamental alteration of state 
(Tschakert et al., 2013; Feola, 2015).  

Transformation accounts for innovative and major long-term shifts and systemic changes from current 
trajectories towards alternative pathways across whole regions, communities or ecosystems on multiple 
scales. It addresses the root causes of climate risks and sustainability problems, shifting systems away 
from unsustainable, unjust and unequal trajectories (Ziervogel et al., 2021), to achieve more sustainable 
and resilient futures.  

Some authors have referred to the ‘dark side’ of transformation and the risks in sustainability discourses 
pointing to, for example, the risk of social injustice (Blythe et al., 2018). Despite the rapidly increasing 
body of literature on transformation, it remains difficult to operationalise this concept empirically. A 
strict or narrow definition would probably also do no justice to the rich and wide field of community 
initiatives, citizen collectives and transformative trials, aiming to practically implement and experiment 
with transformations in varied ways and in different contexts ‘on the ground’. Forms of collective action 
show a variety of aims, strategies and actions, which are difficult to capture under a too narrow definition.  

Accordingly, we contend that - similar to debates on sustainability and resilience - a concrete definition 
might also not be desirable as transformation is not an outcome but a process, non- linear, and not 
predictable. Solutions and new pathways might be needed which cannot be imagined yet. Climate action 
and sustainability pathways should ideally encourage ‘1000 flowers to blossom’, supporting multiple 
transformational pathways towards a more just, equitable and sustainable future.  

Having said this, some common threads can be identified in the scientific literature. Transformation aims 
to change the root causes of risks and vulnerabilities in the long-term by shifting systems away from 
unsustainable or undesirable trajectories and move towards more equal, just and climate-resilient 
development pathways (Fedele et al., 2019; Lonsdale et al., 2015; Pelling, 2011; Revi et al., 2014; 
Ziervogel et al., 2021). It is therefore system-wide: occurring at large scale in ecosystems, landscapes or 
societies (Fedele et al., 2019). It tries to alter the fundamental societal structures, values, behaviours 
and paradigms that contribute to the existing inequalities and injustices (Hölscher, 2020a,b).  

This also means that transformation includes processes of restructuring: creating major shifts in 
properties, functions or interactions between the social, ecological or socio-ecological system (Fedele et 
al., 2019). On top, it is persistent: future-oriented and long-term planning, but not necessarily 
irreversible. 

Transformations challenge the ‘status-quo’ and 'business-as-usual’ by creating new alternatives and 
opportunities (Hölscher, 2020a,b), including strategies that reduce and prevent CO2 emissions, shifting 
from the use of fossil fuels towards clean energy production. Therefore, transformations can include 
mitigating greenhouse gasses as well as social adaptation, taking into account issues of social and 

 

TRANSFORMATION 
IS ABOUT 
CHANGE—BUT IT 
IS NOT 
SYNONYMOUS 
WITH CHANGE 
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environmental justice, equity and power relations to avoid increasing inequalities between people, 
communities and between places.  

Scholars have made, for example, pleas for social sustainability based on human needs to address not just 
biophysical limits, but also ensure a foundation for social wellbeing, adopting alternative economic models 
such as the doughnut economies (Raworth 2017). Moreover, transformation requires not just technical 
innovations but also social innovations and a re-evaluation of the relations between people and nature 
(Ajulo et al., 2020; Fedele et al., 2019), multi-stakeholder collaboration and the use of traditional, local 
and indigenous knowledge from local communities.   

Conditional for specifically transformative community initiatives is the building of human capacities such 
as stewarding, unlocking, enabling, transformative and orchestrating capacities. (Hölscher, 2020a). We 
see here a link with the capacities that RECOMS aimed to unlock, to empower and connect communities 
via adaptation, collaboration and transformation.  

Transformation aims for new pathways of sustainability, resilience, vulnerability or equity by pushing the 
systems’ current trajectory towards alternative directions. The potential of ‘positive tipping points’, is 
dependent on deploying transformative capacities of agents in systems such as energy systems, 
governance, social-cultural, technology systems, resources systems and economy (Tàbara et al., 2018, 
p.124).   

Community initiatives often acting in networks and partnerships or movements are known to provide 
spaces for experimenting and learning that produce alternative and sustainable strategies, practices and 
pathways (Huntington et al., 2017; Ajulo et al., 2020). While most literature focuses on human agency, 
an increasing number of scholars analyse agency from a non-human or more-than-human perspective 
(Pisters, 2022; Morris, 2022). 

Transformation recognises climate change and sustainability problems as windows of opportunity to shift 
towards more progressive and adaptive systems (Chung Tiam Fook, 2017). An integrated, integrative and 
multi-scale perspective is crucial here. Firstly, because both climate change and sustainability problems 
have impacts across multiple scales (trophic, spatial, jurisdictional or sectoral); secondly because 
transformations lead to large scale systemic changes across whole regions, ecosystems, landscapes or 
communities; and thirdly, because this requires a multi-scale governance perspective across sectors.  

An integrative approach can be represented through a social-ecological systems approach (Fedele et al. 
2019) and through the heuristic of the three spheres of transformation: the practical sphere (behaviour 
and technical responses), political sphere (systems and structures) and a personal sphere (beliefs, values, 
worldviews and paradigms (O’Brien and Sygna 2013). The personal sphere refers to the inner dimension of 
transformation or change from the inside out (Horlings, 2015 a,b) and encompasses “changes in meaning 
making, which includes the individual and shared beliefs, values, worldviews, and paradigms that shape 
attitudes, actions and perceived options” (Leichenko and O’Brien, 2020, p.192). 

A transdisciplinary approach to transformation allows for an integrated transformation addressing 
multiple dimensions: 
• social: rethinking social relations and individual’s values and behaviour; 
• culture: protecting/changing livelihoods based on local and indigenous knowledge; 
• ecology: restoring and safeguarding (circular) ecosystems to maintain livelihoods; 
• technology: increasing self-sufficiency in energy supply; 
• economy: reframing the economy into a local and sharing economy; 
• governance: changing the agency to govern and decide. 
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THE RELEVANCE OF PLACE 

 

As transformation is dependent on the local 
institutional and cultural context, this in turn 
requires a place-based approach (Chung Tiam Fook, 
2017; Huntington et al., 2017; Ziervogel et al., 2021), 
resulting in a variety of local and regional strategies 
and responses.  

One could question, however, are places still 
relevant in our rapidly changing society? The 
worldwide integration of economy, culture and 
politics has turned the world into a marketplace 
where everything (nature, culture and people) can be 
commodified, creating winners and losers (Scheffers, 
2016). Cities and regions are seen as businesses, 
competing for space, resources and capital, driven by 
market forces and incontrollable by national planning 
(Bristow, 2005, 2010). 

At the same time the significance of traditional 
institutions such as the state has decreased 
(Wearren, 2001). While we experience a rapid pace 
of societal change the erosion of institutions raises 
feelings of unsafety, uncertainty, and insecurity 
among people and communities. The sociologist Zygmunt Bauman (2012) described this as the ‘liquid 
society’: power is exercised on a global scale, institutions have become fluid, subject to change, and we 
see an erosion of the spatial patterns of the past.  

In such a society the identity of people and places becomes fluid as well, while on the other hand we face 
the challenge to build our own narratives and biographies (Horlings, 2017). This raises the question how 
do people and communities navigate situations of insecurity and also increasing vulnerabilities? 

Several scholars have questioned if places, such as neighbourhoods, cities and regions are still relevant in 
our liquid society, where places seem to look more alike in the context of globalization. Geographers have 
argued that when places lose their distinctiveness, they lose their reality and significance, which can 
result in a loss of sense of place, the ‘erasure of place’ (Escobar, 2001), ‘placelessness (Relph, 1976) or 
even ‘non-places’ (Auge´, 1995, Friedman, 2010). However, a key conclusion drawn from the RECOMS 
research is that place is neither generic nor passive but dynamic and more relevant than ever. People, 
and indeed whole communities, should not be relegated to the category of victim of processes affecting 
their place, but rather, enabled and respected as being able to change a place to their needs, ideas and 
values, through resourceful practices.  

Thus, places are still fundamentally relevant, in three ways: 1) as arenas of debates and protests on land-
use and -functions, reflecting power struggles and negotiations (see e.g. ESR 05, Perceptions of risk and 
adaptive community strategies); 2) For our sense of Place and belonging. In a world of global flows, 
mobility and migration, we are still in need of a place we can to attach meaning to, a place we can call 
home (see e.g. ESR 04, Building coalitions: Socio-spatial planning as transition management, mediation 
and entrepreneurship); 3) In the context of (place-based) policies in order ‘not to leave people and places 
behind’ (Axinte 2022,. See e.g. ESR 06, Citizenship and Responsive Governance). Citizens and communities 

Place-based institutions and place-
based policies can facilitate change 
and development. 

(Rodriquez, 2013; Beer et al., 2020) 
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(re-)shape urban places addressing societal challenges. They take on roles that they consider as missing, 
underperformed or ineffective in governance and planning, resulting in a variety of practices (Horlings et 
al., 2021).  

A relational approach to understand this reality is especially useful here, seeing the world as one in which 
objects, situations, values, ideas and behaviour only acquire meaning in their relationship to other 
objects, situations, values, ideas and behaviour (De Roo et al., 2012, p.9). A relational perspective helps 
us to understand place connectivity, how places are not just territorial but also geographically unbounded, 
embedded in the complexities of wider spatial connections (Massey, 2005). This offers a perspective to 
analyse people’s agency and collective action as a pro-active power, changing the network of social 
relations of which people are part of.  

Such a perspective transcends local-global divisions. To illustrate this: eco-villages use place-based 
resources in the development of practices such as sustainable housing and permaculture, trying to 
embrace values such as compassion, creativity and a close connection to nature (Pisters, 2022). These 
‘local’ practices are also the result of international flows of people, ideas and knowledge, via their 
participation in a global eco-village network. 

Place-based institutions (Rodriquez, 2013) and place-based policies (Beer et al., 2020) can facilitate 
change and development. However, we should also recognise the tension between place-based 
approaches, rooted in local assets and characteristics with the need for upscaling and system-wide and 
multi-scale pathways (Hermans et al., 2016).  
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2.3 STRATEGIES OF RESOURCEFUL COMMUNITIES  
 

Throughout the world we see the emergence of community initiatives and movements taking 
environmental action. While these initiatives are place-based, they are often networked on lager scales 
to exchange knowledge and support learning. Some networks, for example, have been set up as a 
temporary program such as Sharing Cities, which addresses some of the most pressing urban challenges 
facing today’s cities such as energy use, low carbon transport and buildings. Some networks focus on the 
development of knowledge (Climate-KIC), providing inspiration (Communities for Future), supporting 
learning and collaboration between initiatives (Ecolise, Sharable city, EU Islands Initiatives) or addressing 
specific themes such as coastal risks (Coastal Communities networks). Others focus on place-based 
initiatives while being networked as well (Transition Towns, Eco-village network).  

These communities and networks contribute to a diverse set of alternative pathways for a sustainable and 
resilient futures. The Global Ecovillage Network, for example, ‘envisions a world of empowered citizens 
and communities, designing and implementing their own pathways to a sustainable future’ (GEN, 2018). 
To ensure that transformative change does not stop at one-off events, but can actually be employed by 
communities in the long-term, different empowering community strategies are used supporting their 
capacity for self-governance and self-sufficiency in resources:  

 

CAPACITY BUILDING 

Strategies for capacity building at the community level include practices that allow communities to 
increase their self-sufficiency, autonomy and level of self-governance. The Transition Towns Network, for 
instance, aims to ‘support Transition groups and hubs to learn, grow, reflect and make informed choices 
about where to put their energy’ (McAdam, 2021). This is often achieved through a focus on local 
(perceived) characteristics of their place and the local agency (including leadership) to govern that place. 
Collaborative and participatory approaches can enable communities to develop sustainable pathways for 
the future providing them with the autonomy and agency to govern their place. 

RECOMS fellow, Scott Davis (ESR 05) conducted case studies of place-based community resilience projects 
in Scotland and the Netherlands, proposing community-driven interrogations of authority through the 
exploration of potential creative local solutions that support a more representative, place-based 
transformation - including increased influence over key natural resources via the notion of ‘representative 
resilience’ (Davis et al., 2021). Creative and arts-based methods utilising place-based cultural memory 
were key in community members imagining alternative environmental futures outside normative resilience 
framings. He found community imaginary(ies) began to act as a strategy of resistance against dominant 
power structures and identified potential strategies that empower communities to exercise agency and 
develop new joint narratives for their place.  

 

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING 

Local communities provide a space for participants, volunteers or visitors to co-create and experiment 
with innovative ideas based on local needs and conditions. Experiential learning and education enable 
communities to develop novelties and to embed these innovations in places for more enduring change.  

RECOMS fellow, Sofia de la Rosa Solano (ESR 03), for example, paid particular attention to opportunities 
created by using participative and co-creative methods for engaging the socially and economically 
marginalised. Sofia studied urban waterways in post-industrial cities, through an environmental history 
and political ecology lens. The purpose was to understand the role of urban waterways in affecting societal 
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relationships with water. She argues participative methods are valuable tools to build environmental 
histories that are more inclusive and that, in turn, communicate better with today’s society. At the same 
time though, participatory methods also challenge historical research to go beyond inclusion and to place 
people’s knowledge in the centre of scientific production. 

 

 

 

JUSTICE AND EQUALITY 

 

The analysed initiatives often promote inclusivity, equality, social justice and human rights, in order to 
create equal opportunities to access work, housing, education and health, as well as providing everyone 
with a political voice to speak up about these topics. Communities become engaged in communal sharing 
of food gardens, transport facilities, waste stations and communal areas, or promote shared ownership of 
renewable resources and marine protected areas. Such a sharing economy not only supports equal access 
to resources, but also strengthens their political voice. By collaboration with other stakeholders on higher 
scales, co-creation is supported from the bottom-up, promoting more inclusive decision-making processes.  

RECOMS fellow, Mai Abbas (ESR 02) investigated how engagement in urban gardening and related food and 
plant use practices affects the health and well-being of mothers, and how it informs their associated 
attentiveness towards and perceptions of the dietary and broader environmental health needs of their 
children. Conducted in two contrasting socio-cultural settings: with migrant women in Coventry, England, 
and women from migrant and native cultural backgrounds in Munich, Germany, Mai sought to demonstrate 
how a (feminist) ethics of care theory can be applied in practice. This included experimenting with co-
creating care-full research tools that meet the needs of research participants. Introducing a care 
framework into research practices, Mai argues, enriches the debate on how research can lead to and be a 
driver for transformation. A notable example, in the case of her own work, has been her iterative 
development (and application) of a Visual Informed Consent procedure: Mai developed this in close 
consultation with research participants, a visual artist and members of her host institutional ethics review 
board, following a reluctance to sign a standard informed consent form due to language barriers and 
settled status. 

 

INNER TRANSFORMATION  

 

Inner transformation relates to exploring and addressing people’s consciousness, values, worldviews, 
spirituality and human-nature connectedness to support system change towards more just, equal and 
sustainable futures (Woiwode et al., 2021). Addressing such issues requires a safe space, where differences 
and conflicts can be addressed and accepted while aiming to connect for the common good. Local 
initiatives and communities provide such a safe space for reflection and joint action to experiment with 
radical ideas that clash with existing paradigms. The vision of the Transition Town movement for example 
is to work with ‘the hands, the head and the heart’ (Beattie, 2021a,b). Such activities help to create more 
flexible, adaptive and deliberate attitudes in favour of altruistic and biospheric values, facilitating social 
learning and innovation for transformative adaptation (Woiwode et al., 2021).  

RECOMS fellow, Viola Hakkarainen, for example, focused on the problem of understanding and managing 
the plurality of culturally embedded knowledges and associated power structures in different contexts of 
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ecosystem governance in the transnational UNESCO Natural World Heritage Site High Coast/Kvarken 
Archipelago (Sweden/Finland) where balancing cultural and natural values, people’s lived experience and 
official nature protection, is the key question for successful management of the area. Approaching the 
topic through sense of place and knowledge co-creation scholarships, the research was conducted using 
participant observation, semi-structured interviews with people working in the management of the site 
and other local inhabitants, and an online survey sent for a random sample of a total 3000 inhabitants of 
the World Heritage Site in Sweden and in Finland. This enabled a rich picture exemplifying how knowledge 
is deeply linked to local cultural expressions, sense of place, belonging and place attachment.  

 

SUSTAINABLE PLACE-SHAPING 

 

Place-shaping refers to how local initiatives and communities develop transformative place-shaping 
practices, including ecological and technological changes and a shift in institutional rules (Horlings et al 
2020a,b). Examples of transformative place-shaping practices include the shared ownership and 
management of renewable resources such as solar and wind farms, the promotion of locally grown food in 
urban gardens or the application of energy efficiency in the physical environment via smart buildings and 
transport electrification. An example is Oceans Witness (2019, 2021) which is a platform for coastal 
communities to share personal stories and solutions for protecting the coastlines and the associated 
livelihoods. Many coastal communities are familiar with problems related to overfishing, illegal fishing, 
mass tourism and ecological degradation, causing challenges for the livelihoods of people dependent on 
the coast. These coastal communities consider themselves as traditional ‘custodians’ or ‘witnesses’ of the 
oceans, having the appropriate traditional and indigenous knowledge to work towards a sustainable 
management of coastal ecosystems.  

RECOMS fellow, Sergio Ruiz Cayuela (ESR 01) studied the contribution of commoning as a tool for 
challenging structural inequalities, and establishing just and resilient relationships between local residents 
and their surrounding natural resource base. Drawing on a series of in-depth case studies, located in the 
West Midlands of England (Coventry and Birmingham) and in Catalonia, Spain (Badalona and Barcelona), 
commoning arrangements are evidenced as capable of producing multiple cross-cutting benefits, such as 
fostering alternative modes of (re)production, enhancing health and wellbeing, protecting against 
environmental risk, tackling poverty and inequality, and safeguarding communities through the nurturing 
of greater food, water and energy security. 
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2.4 CONDITIONS FOR RESOURCEFUL COMMUNITIES 
 

How to support environmental resourceful communities towards resilient futures? The RECOMS results 
show relevant examples described in the 15 ESR project overviews included in this report. Based on the 
cases, online information and a literature analysis here we offer a summary of identified conditions 
supportive of resourceful, resilient and transformative community environment practice. 

 

CAPACITY BUILDING, LEARNING AND EMPOWERMENT 

A key condition for transformation is creation of spaces for collaboration, experimentation and reflexive 
learning that support co-creation at the grassroots/community level and empower bottom-up actions of 
local communities (Hölscher, 2020a,b; Ziervogel et al., 2021). We found that most of the initiatives and 
movements integrate different dimensions of transformation, though they might prioritise some of these. 
The different dimensions include a variety of practices such as environmental protection, rethinking 
production and consumption patterns, reducing waste and the use of renewable resources.  

Communities and movements develop varied strategies as described above. This doesn’t necessarily mean 
that practices and strategies necessarily have a transformative impact, but more that transformation as a 
process starts with community awareness and learning, changing values and behaviour (scaling-deep) 
which has a ‘ripple’ effect gradually influencing others in wider circles and networks. Capacity building is 
also a condition for other strategies, Capacities for the implementation of agro-ecological, energy and 
water solutions, for example, can be developed in the context of learning and experiential strategies. An 
example are the agro-ecological ‘prototypes’ developed in the Netherlands in the context of RECOMS 
fellow Stephen Leitheiser (ESR 06). Stephen explored transformative pathways to sustainability, unlocking 
and empowering the capacities for people to self-determine their own lives together. Weaving together a 
theory of democratic citizenship, cosmo-localism, and commoning (Leitheiser et al 2021), the research 
zooms in on civic actors and organisations who are planting seeds of systemic alternatives – in food 
systems, in urban politics, and in academic institutions. He argues that the seeds of true sustainable 
transformation are scattered all around, waiting for the right conditions to grow into robust alternatives. 

Capacity building for transformative adaptation relies on two aspects. A first aspect is co-creation at the 
grassroots/community level to generate knowledge and to self-organise through ongoing monitoring and 
learning processes (Hölscher, 2020 a,b; Ziervogel et al., 2021). It shifts power and agency to communities 
in order to co-create a shared and sustained narrative (collective framing) that reflects local needs and 
conditions. Community empowerment also helps to implement adaptative responses and provides 
communities with a transformative capacity to enable novelty creation and radical ideas aligned with their 
local place-based needs (Hölscher, 2020a,b).  

 

SCALING 

Bottom-up actors can connect with wider socio-spatial levels and scales to increase their transformative 
potential (Castro-Acre & Vanclay, 2020; Lam et al., 2020b; van Lunenberg et al., 2020; Moore et al., 2015; 
Omann et al., 2019; Westley et al., 2014). There are key challenges here, including the lack of a stable 
and facilitative context and the lack of energy and time people face to act upon innovative ideas. Even 
when scaling is successful, initiatives run the risk of losing excited and engaged people for continuous 
learning processes (Westley et al., 2014).  
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A combination of different scaling processes is thus needed to foster system-wide and multi-scale change, 
varying over time. We make a distinction here - building on Moore et al. (2015); Lam et al. 2020b and 
Oman et al. (2019) - between:  

1) Scaling out of an initiative, which refers to processes that aim to impact more people and places 
by increasing the number of initiatives or innovations. It involves replication of innovations in 
other places or spreading core principles and approaches to other places.  

2) Scaling up: increase impact beyond the initiative by providing the necessary institutional shifts in 
law, policy and resource flow 

3) Scaling deep: increase impact beyond the initiative via a change in subjective and intersubjective 
values, relationships and cultural practices that support a durable system-wide change.  

4) Scaling within an initiative. These processes seek to increase the impact of one specific initiative 
either through stabilising activities or speeding-up activities. Speeding-up processes increase the 
pace or the efficiency of the initiative. Stabilising processes help to strengthen and embed 
initiatives in their context, making them more resilient to up-coming challenges. 

Overall, as a number of the analysed cases (e.g. food policy councils) are already networked at a global 
or European level, they contribute to the scaling-out of local transformative innovations from 
communities. Scaling up to the institutional level is important to strengthen the local communities’ voice 
in local decision making, thereby attempting to make the necessary shifts in policy to ensure more social 
justice and equality. Alongside, education and experimental strategies are relevant for scaling deep - 
referring to amplification processes within the initiative - as well as for scaling out, to change mainstream 
practices and debates beyond the level of niche-innovations.  

Processes of scaling deserve more scholarly attention, addressing the dilemma how to develop place-based 
solutions, rooted in the material and immaterial capacities of ‘resourceful’ communities (Franklin, 2018) 
while also aiming to have a transformative impact beyond communities on larger geographical scales.   

 

LEADERSHIP  

The literature indicates the relevance of leadership skills within communities, initiatives and civic 
movements to support scaling (van Lunenberg et al. 2020). Leadership means acting in ways that influences 
other’s ability to have agency which can result in the restructuring of power relations (Knuth, 2019). 
Leadership has been referred to as place leadership (Sotarauta & Suvinen, 2019), new civic leadership 
(Hambleton, 2015a,b) or collective leadership (Gram-Hassan, 2021). 

Leadership seems to tie transformations and scaling together. The collective community leadership works 
as a social bricoleur with a focus on the community’s needs, for which a strong network and a collaborative 
structure is needed to realise their aims. Collective community leadership can support scaling-out 
processes involving the general population, gaining more publicity and gradually influencing policy 
structures. Though individual leadership is important, more often collective, shared or distributed forms 
of leadership are emphasised in the contexts of initiating collective action and movements. Firstly, 
community initiatives and movements show collective leadership, being frontrunners, in their responses 
to climate change and sustainability changes. Second, leadership supports to scaling strategies, connecting 
different scales, sectors, domains and fields (Horlings et al., 2017)  

To understand transformational change, both individual and collective leadership must be considered, or 
individual-collective simultaneity: the continuous process in which individuals act in relation to the group 
to enact transformational change (Gram-Hassan, 2021). Though individual leadership is important, more 
often collective, shared or distributed forms of leadership play a role in community action and movements. 
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Key roles of such leadership identified so far are, firstly: the strategic alignment of multiple actors and 
networks, secondly: a visionary role to identify and articulate the collective’s purpose, communicating 
and developing this into narratives, and thirdly: leaders can function as change agents providing bottom-
up vitality and empowerment, taking the lead in place-shaping on different scales. Together these roles 
can support transformative capacity and co-create change at the community level while leadership also 
can connect different scales and sectors. However, we would argue that more empirical research on 
leadership in networked movements and within society in general is needed to retrieve in-depth 
knowledge on not just what leaders do but also why and with whom. 

INNER TRANSFORMATION  

Change from the inside-out takes place by creating awareness and learning processes, changing values and 
mindsets which can result in a change in practices (Pisters, 2022; Pearson 2022). Key for (networked) 
communities is the capacity to align different motives and ideas into a mobilising and shared narrative to 
frame climate issues. Narratives reframe current world views and communicate radical ideas for novelty 
creation and embed these ideas into existing or new cultures and practices (Hölscher, 2020a,b; Lenz & 
Shier, 2021). Narratives can thus support an ‘inner transformation’ of embodied community members 
engaged in places with their ‘head, heart, hand and feet’ (Horlings et al., 2020). Narratives help to 
establish collective identities that are fundamental for social change and /or transformation (Lenz & Shier, 
2021; Ulug et al., 2021). A shared collective identity together with a shared narrative helps to orient 
actors towards their shared ideals without even the need of an easily identifiable individual to drive them 
(Quick, 2017). In this sense it helps to build and support collective leadership in various ways. 

 

INCLUSIVE GOVERNANCE 

Community leaders need political capacities (participating, networking, advocacy, lobbying, coalition 
building) to build strategic relationships and to set up conversations with high-level policy makers about 
local innovations (Lam et al., 2020b; Westley et al., 2013). However, spending energy and time on 
influencing policies is often a dilemma for community initiatives, especially because policies are often 
seen as slow and because initiatives have limited resources to engage in strategic conversations at higher 
levels. A knowledge gap still exists in how governance can support citizen initiatives, combining national 
climate and sustainability goals with more decentralised place-based policies in different contexts (Wu, 
2021), and how stagnations can be ‘unlocked’ through different regional and multi-scalar governance 
arrangements to build momentum towards ‘systemic’ transformative change (Granberg et al., 2019). A 
clear political agenda and an enabling and inclusive governance, including attention for social justice and 
equality will become more relevant as the rising costs of climate measures will mostly affect those who 
are already vulnerable to climate risks. Not just the empowering and facilitation of communities and a 
shift of agency towards them is needed but also institutional learning to support processes of co-creation 
between public, private and civic actors within different sectors and on multiple levels and scales.
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3. METHODOLOGICAL OVERVIEW: CARE-FULL AND CO-CREATIVE RESEARCH 
CULTURES AS A FOUNDATION FOR TRANSFORMATIVE CHANGE  

 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 
 

With the scale and complexity of the global environmental crisis now apparent, and need for new ways of 
understanding and engaging with the world and its complexities acknowledged, transdisciplinarity 
approaches are attracting growing international attention as a paradigm of thought and action capable of 
delivering the transformations required for global sustainability (Eionet 2016; Wolfram & Frantzeskaki 
(2016)). This requires not just the breaking down of academic ‘silos’ but also a dismantling of hierarchies 
between academic and other knowledge systems (including traditional knowledge embedded in 
communities) (Thompson et al. 2001; Berkes et al (2003). This goal has remained a central organising pillar 
of RECOMS, from its very conception and subsequently all the way through its execution. 

Within RECOMS, the adoption of a transdisciplinary approach to all research and training has been 
combined with a particular emphasis on the incorporation of participatory, visual and creative research 
methods. Directly emerging from this combination has been a shared appreciation, across the consortium, 
for the principles of co-creativity and care-full scholarship. Within the fifteen doctoral research project 
summaries contained in this report a number of illustrations can be found of how these principles have 
been incorporated into the various approaches, methodologies and conceptual frameworks drawn upon by 
the individual RECOMS fellows. As an accompaniment to this, sub-section 3.2 and 3.3 below, provide an 
overview of our general understanding of each term. 
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3.2 CO-CREATIVITY 
 

The delivery of the RECOMS research and training programme has been guided by a consortium-areaswide 
interest in responding to three overlapping empirical and analytical areas. The first has been to encourage 
reflection and debate on the relationship between collaboration and creativity (‘co-creativity’) within 
sustainability science research. The second has been to support the RECOMS researchers in actively 
promoting and nurturing, but also managing and responding to, the effects of co-creativity within their 
research. The third has been to better understand the potential of engaged and co-creative scholarship in 
furthering transformative sustainability agendas.  

The concept of co-creativity incorporates both individual methods and overarching research approaches 
that seek to engender collaborative and creative forms of action and reflection. Whilst the collaboration 
dimension (i.e., the ‘co-’ of co-creativity), reflects the prioritisation given by the RECOMS fellows to 
researching ‘with’ (rather than on, or for), the term creativity is understood as embodying a generative 
way of thinking and being, seeing and doing, arising from relational forms of knowledge-practice.  

In enhancing their knowledge and application of a co-creative approach through the research and training 
programme the RECOMS ESRs have retained a particular interest in its contribution to furthering socially 
inclusive research – and research impact. Whilst at its base, all scientific scholarship is arguably creative, 
the degree to which individual research studies purposively aim to achieve greater social inclusivity 
through their chosen methodologies varies widely. By placing emphasis on social inclusivity, this in turn 
highlights the political nature of a question that has framed much of the RECOMS work: how can co-
creative research practice, as a generative process, best support the emergence of alternative – 
potentially even transformative – ways of being in the world?  

Guided by the above question, methods and approaches are understood by the RECOMS consortium as co-
creative when they stimulate alternative understandings of why and how things are, and how they could 
be. Notably, though, such stimulation of alternative understandings needs to be a shared one, experienced 
(albeit in different ways and to different extents) by multiple persons within a research process, including 
both the ‘researchers’ and the ‘researched’ alike. To engage in co-creative research therefore calls for a 
retained sensitivity to the importance of researching ‘with’ throughout the process of doing research. 
Furthermore, in order to realise transformative sustainability agendas through the stimulation of 
alternative understandings of why and how things are, and how they could be, such alternative framings 
are simultaneously critical in tone. More particularly, by offering up co-creative ways of “mobiliz[ing] the 
critique through the alternative – by showing that another way is possible” such methods and approaches 
help “call in to question” not only how things are, but also the way in which we, or others, commonly 
respond to them (Hannah and Jeremijenko, 2017:214). This in turn accounts for why co-creative research 
practices have been developed within RECOMS in close association with an ethics of care. 
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3.3 CARE-FULL SCHOLARSHIP 
 

Taking as our starting point Joan Tronto’s theorisation of care ethics (1993, 2013; see also Fisher and 
Tronto 1990), we centre our understanding of care-full scholarship around the idea of ‘good’ care as 
constituting a practice, comprising seven interconnected dimensions of caring and associated ethical 
elements or moral principles of care. Namely:  

 

1. CARING ABOUT – which signifies becoming aware of the existence of a need, integral to 
which is the element of attentiveness;  

 

2. CARING FOR – which is about determining how to respond to an identified need and thus, 
assuming a degree of personal responsibility for doing so;  

 

3. SELF-CARE – which includes allocating regular time and space for investing in embodied 
mindfulness;  

 

4. CARE GIVING – which comprises the direct personal involvement in the act of practicing 
giving care, integral to which is the element of competence; 

 

5. CARE RECEIVING – which directs our attention to the fact that the object of care will be 
affected by and respond to the care it receives, integral to which is the element of 
responsiveness; 

 

6. RESPONSE-ABILITY – which emphasises the importance of making oneself available to the 
other, and through this process becoming attuned to each other’s current and emergent 
needs; 

 

7. CARING WITH – which is achieved by combining together the above four phases and 
elements of care. Serving to further emphasise the relationality of care practice, integral 
to caring with are the elements of solidarity and reciprocity.  

 

(adapted from Fisher & Tronto 1990; Tronto 1993; Tronto 2013).  

 

The above care-full scholarship framework, which represents a development of the five-stage integrated 
care framework put forward by Tronto, encompasses not only intra-personal and inter-personal care 
concerns but also draws attention “to the ideal of care as a universalist principle and to the importance 
of constitutional recognition of an ethic of care” (Rummery & Fine 2012: 326). Indeed, the seventh 
dimension of caring with (although initially absent from the series of phases proposed by Fisher and 
Tronto), can be thought of in simplest terms as representing the sum of, or indeed perhaps more 
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accurately, ‘more than’ the sum of the individual dimensions. Caring with can also be viewed as the 
central means by which we might one day achieve Fisher and Tronto’s ultimate definition of care as: 

 

Tronto’s idea of caring with challenges the mainstream neoliberal paradigm, which is based on an 
individualised conception of human life and responsibility. In contrast, caring with represents: 

 

Within the scholarship of the RECOMS consortium, we have been interested in prompting further dialogue 
and reflection on how this challenge takes shape as practical forms of action and ways of being, and with 
what consequences, at a whole range of scales. A major output from this is the Care-full Scholarship 
MOOC: A massive online open course with a connectivist approach to explore what it means to be a care-
full scholar. 

Whether caring with be orientated towards a micro (individuals), meso (community or place) or macro 
(national or global) scale of (relational) practice, and directed primarily towards the needs of humans, 
more-than-humans, or human and more-than-human needs in combination, it is best able to flourish where 
there is a commitment to the values of solidarity, plurality, and reciprocity (Sevenhuijsen 1998). These 
values are enacted and performed by caregivers (including e.g. care-full scholars) with care receivers, not 
simply for them. They help to define why caring with, and ethics of care more broadly, need always to be 
approached as a collective rather than individual endeavour. 

  

a species activity that includes everything that we do to maintain, continue, and 
repair our 'world' so that we can live in it as well as possible. That world 
includes our bodies, ourselves, and our environment, all of which we seek to 
interweave in a complex, life-sustaining web (Fisher and Tronto 1990:40) 

“a sociopolitical vision in which the equitable distribution of care and caring 
responsibility become public concerns, enabling citizen caring, and in turn 
providing a foundation for a functioning democracy. This is a society that, quite 
literally, makes care possible: caring with citizens through the equitable 
distribution of care and responsibility” (Power, 2019, p. 764, emphasis added). 
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4. ESR PROJECT SUMMARIES  

 

4A. ADAPTING AND TRANSFORMING 
 

Strengthening the adaptive and transformative capacity of local groups through resourceful environmental 
practice is of pivotal importance to the building of community resilience (IPCC 2012). Through both the 
programme of training and their individual doctoral studies, the RECOMS ESRs have explored varying states 
of adaption and transformation in the relations between community groups and their surrounding natural 
resource base. This has included cases where community members have already contributed towards 
building local resilience by valorising natural resources as multifunctional community assets or by finding 
ways to adapt their use in accordance with changing environmental conditions.  

In parallel, the ESRs have also explored the ‘dynamic interplay’ (Darnhofer 2014) between adaptability 
and transformability, by including cases where local resources come to be regarded as liabilities, as sites 
of high risk, or as contributors to community vulnerability and environmental injustice; those where the 
actions, interventions and control of external actors have resulted in suppressing the possibility for local 
residents to transform resources for community benefit; those where a history of detrimental or extractive 
relations has resulted in a local environment afflicted by hotspots of extreme degradation, dereliction, 
contamination and risk; and those in which, due to inherent levels of socio-economic vulnerability and 
deprivation, whole communities have become alienated from their local environmental resource base. 
Reconnecting and empowering communities in their relations with their local resource base supports a 
transition from a position of weakness to one of strength (Steiner & Markantoni 2014). 

The following five summaries of ESR projects consider community adaptation in Europe, North America 
and Asia. From strong resistance to adaptation in communities around Germany’s Bavarian National Park 
(ESR 10) to community-driven transformation around commons land in Catalonia, Spain and England (ESR 
01), these studies explore a spectrum of communities empowered to adapt to a changing environment. 
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TITLE: TRANSFORMING URBAN ENVIRONMENTS: A COLLABORATIVE APPROACH  

ESR 01 – SERGIO RUIZ CAYUELA 
Theme: Adapting and Transforming 

 
Capitalist urbanisation processes have played a key role in reaching the current situation of widespread 
environmental degradation and climate change. Even more importantly, these phenomena have been 
grounded on the exploitation of communities and the environment by the dominant classes. Sergio’s 
doctoral project has explored how urban alternatives can be created that bring about transformative 
change. 
 
Central emphasis has been placed throughout Sergio’s study on the contribution of commoning as a tool 
for challenging structural inequalities, and in turn, establishing just and resilient relationships between 
local residents and their surrounding natural resource base. Drawing on a series of in-depth case studies, 
located in the West Midlands of England (Coventry and Birmingham) and in Catalonia, Spain (Badalona and 
Barcelona), commoning arrangements are evidenced as capable of producing multiple cross-cutting 
benefits. This includes, for example, fostering alternative modes of (re)production, enhancing health and 
wellbeing, protecting against environmental risk, tackling poverty and inequality, and safeguarding 
communities through the nurturing of greater food, water and energy security.  
 
Sergio's overall approach has been framed by his personal commitment to fighting for social and 
environmental justice, with the study conducted as a form of militant action research. In accordance with 
the aims of this form of scholar activism, Sergio strives to co-produce knowledge from and for the 
commoning movement seeking to bring about social emancipatory change.  
 
Drawing on a range of ethnographic and co-creative methods, Sergio’s research critically explored the 
conditions under which a commons approach can be fostered, sustained and expanded at varying scales 

within urban settings. The case studies were 
selected to permit analysis of different types 
of commons arrangements - including newly 
created and long-running initiatives, those that 
have arisen as a result of crisis (e.g. covid 
pandemic), those that promote collaboration 
between a heterogeneous range of 
stakeholders (e.g. producers and consumers) – 
in varying sectoral contexts (e.g. urban 
waterways, shared housing, food co-
operatives, mutual aid networks). 
 
By looking at the interaction between 

commons, capital and the state, Sergio has been able to draw conclusions on which generative forces lay 
at the boundaries that can boost the expansion of the urban commons and the formation of commons 
ecologies. In addition to his theoretical contributions, he continues to use insights arising from the 
research to inform ongoing commoning practices so they can successfully counter privatisation dynamics 
in an inclusive, collaborative and ecologically responsible way. 
  

Figure 1: Organising a solidarity kitchen 
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TITLE: NATURE-BASED CULTURE AS AN ASSET IN VULNERABLE COMMUNITIES 

ESR 08 – VIOLA HAKKARAINEN 
Theme: Adapting and Transforming 

 

Inclusivity of diverse people and perspectives is needed for societal transformations that are not only 
ecologically sustainable but also socially just. Therefore, understanding and managing the plurality of 
culturally embedded knowledges and views is increasingly recognised in the field of sustainability science, 
but there is little evidence on how to deal with diverse knowledges and associated power structures in 
different contexts of ecosystem governance. Viola’s research focused on this problem in the transnational 
UNESCO Natural World Heritage Site High Coast/Kvarken Archipelago (Sweden/Finland) where balancing 
cultural and natural values, people’s lived experience and official nature protection, is the key question 
for successful management of the area. The research approached the plurality in knowledge processes 
through sense of place and knowledge co-creation scholarships.  

The research was conducted using participant 
observation, semi-structured interviews with people 
working in the management of the site and other local 
inhabitants, and an online survey sent for a random 
sample of a total 3000 inhabitants of the World Heritage 
Site in Sweden and in Finland. This enabled a rich picture 
exemplifying how knowledge is deeply linked to local 
cultural expressions, sense of place, belonging and place 
attachment.  

Viola’s work introduces novel concepts of place-based 
agency and epistemic bonding and shows how the 
different ways of connecting to a place through one’s 
knowledge shapes people’s agency and participation in 
questions of the management and governance of the site. 
These connections can determine, for example, people’s views on official management decisions such as 
nature protection where a higher connection to a place through one’s knowledge indicated more negative 
attitudes towards official management decisions. These findings advance understanding of the plurality 
of knowledges, which enables recognising and dealing with subjectivity related to social-ecological 
systems. Overall, understanding the epistemic (knowledge related) dimension of human-nature 
connections and place-based agency are crucial for advancing adaptation and transformation of socio-
ecological systems particularly in contested contexts and vulnerable and marginalised communities.  

The project concluded that epistemic issues need to be explicitly acknowledged as they pervade at 
different scales and within different knowledge systems. This optimally leads to addressing unequal power 
dynamics and epistemic exclusion facilitating just sustainability transformations. It also highlights the 
need to truly operationalise reflexivity at the different scales of ecosystem governance and sustainability 
science practice. Reflexivity is a key to recognise and navigate plurality of knowledges and power dynamics 
in practice and therefore it needs to be deeply embedded in every research project related to adaptation 
and sustainability transformations. Overall, the research was embedded in the current debate of relational 
turn in the field of sustainability science and contributed to it not only by applying a transdisciplinary co-
creation approach in a systematic and highly reflective way, and by laying ground for epistemically more 
attuned sustainability science.  

Figure 2: The epistemic dimension of human-
nature connections 
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TITLE: TRANSFORMING THE BAVARIAN FOREST: ECO-SOCIAL CRISES, COMMUNITY RESILIENCE 
AND SUSTAINABILITY IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

ESR 10 – ZHANNA BAIMUKHAMEDOVA 
Theme: Adapting and Transforming 

 

This project studied transformations of different communities - flora, fauna and human - in the wake of 
the establishment of the Bavarian Forest National Park. (BFNP). The BFNP was the first National Park in 
Germany. It was established in 1970 in an area along the ‘iron curtain’ (the border between Germany and 
today’s Czech Republic). Over the last 50 years it has seen multiple crises, both social and ecological. 
Communities in this part of Germany had struggled not only because of the remoteness but also because 
of high altitudes, a lack of modern infrastructure and cold winters.  

The establishment of the park was highly controversial. In Bavaria’s capital and outside of Bavaria, the 
park was applauded, but in the region itself it received high scepticism. Areas that had been used for 
forestry and farming were transformed into conservation zones. Forest roads were re-naturalised. Wild 
mammals (including lynx and wolf) entered the area and endangered sheep and cattle. In the wake of 
extreme windstorms, the bark beetle destroyed large areas of fir forest. Regional communities feared that 
tourists would no longer frequent the park. Moreover, park rangers (most of them from outside of Bavaria 

- they did not speak the dialect of the locals) were 
seen as ‘invaders’. The park director was burned in 
effigy and park infrastructure was burned down by 
locals. Some locals blamed the Czech neighbours 
for bringing animals and disease to Germany. 
Racism and nationalism were on the rise. 

For a long time, it was unclear whether the 
communities could adapt to the radical 
transformation of this large forest area. New 
conflicts sparked when the area of the park was 
expanded and more than doubled in the 1980s.  

 

 

Zhanna used both environmental history and visual culture studies to document, analyse and interpret the 
transformations of the park over a period of half a century. It found that visuals of the park had an impact 
on social responses, policies and identities in the region. In the beginning photographs that showed the 
destruction of the park by the bark beetle, created anxieties and protest movements. The politics of the 
park management were seen as unsustainable and the park’s slogan “let nature be nature” was denounced 
as radical and dangerous. Over time, with the revival of the forest and an increase of diversity, tourists 
became interested in the ecology and the “new wilderness”, and the park became a tourist magnet. The 
historical approach showed that adaptation to park management took a long time. In the end the creation 
of the park proved to be sustainable in every aspect: increased tourism helped the area economically; 
rewilding helped biodiversity and the communities showed themselves to become socially resilient. 

  

Figure 3: Bavarian Forest after the devastation by the 
bark beetle. 
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TITLE: COMMUNITY TRANSFORMATION AND ECOLOGICAL RESTORATION IN PORTLAND, 
OREGON AND MUNICH, BAVARIA 

ESR 11 – TALITTA REITZ 
Theme: Adapting and Transforming 

 

Talitta’s dissertation explored the historical processes that formed cycling cultures in Portland, United 
States, and Munich, Germany. It inferred how cycling practices, groups, and events have developed and 
transformed urbanisation since bicycles arrived in these cities in the late nineteenth century. Such an 
analysis matters because a robust volume of research in the social sciences has concluded that cycling 
cultures are the strongest motivators for utility cycling, more so than infrastructure. This interdisciplinary 
study relied on a cultural history and urban planning analysis using narrative, archival research, and 
creative cartography methods. It uncovered how communities first received bicycles, including the socio-
cultural and urban adaptation to this new technology and its influence on current attitudes and 
opportunities for cycling.  

Together with other American and European 
cities, Portland and Munich are world 
precursors of urban cycling. Among her 
findings, Talitta uncovered the importance of 
bicycle shop owners as "gatekeepers," key 
figures in the development of early cycling 
cultures and cycling infrastructure. The 
research also showed a lack of diversity 
within the first cycling groups and revealed 
the involvement of shop owners in political 
positions, influencing the first pro-cycling 
measures. To understand the specific ways in 
which the two cities responded to the 
evolution of bicycle technology, Talitta 
combined archival materials to create maps 
that show such spatial dynamics. The 

introduction of bicycle paths, quality paving, traffic-restricted areas, taxation, and prohibitions affected 
certain neighborhoods more extensively than others. These findings elucidate how communities in 
Portland and Munich have socio-culturally adapted to the bicycle technology, and the influence of such 
different forms of adaptation in transforming urban spaces. The insights of this comparative study can 
help citizens and authorities better understand their cycling backgrounds and potentials for adaptation, 
which, as a result, can diversify strategies for bicycle plans. Beyond global trends and ready-made “good 
practices packages,” this dissertation argues for a contextual-historical examination as a more sensitive 
approach for municipalities. Therefore, the research encourages site-specific thinking for cycling activists 
and planners, and can potentially influence new policies and decision-making processes. 

  

Figure 4: Fred T. Merrill Cycle Co. storefront in Washington 
St., Portland, USA, with male cyclists in uniforms posing with 
their Rambler bicycles, 1893. Source: Oregon Historical 
Society. 
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TITLE: A RELATIONAL UNDERSTANDING OF FARM BUSINESSES AS COUPLED SOCIAL-
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS 

ESR 12 – NATALIE/ KEI YAN LEUNG 
Theme: Adapting and Transforming 

 

Strengthening the adaptive capacity of farmers, allowing them to transform their production practices, so 
that they are better aligned with the surrounding natural and social resource base, is pivotal to building 
the resilience of rural communities. Such a transformation allows valorising the resources of the local 
ecosystem, as well as building on local, experiential knowledge thus empowering local actors. This 
adaptive capacity is understood as a relational process, where changes in local social-ecological system, 
changes in understanding of opportunities, and changes in how resources are combined, co-evolve over 
time. A farm is thus understood as a tightly coupled social-ecological system, entangled in a co-evolving 
dynamic. 

Natalie’s research focused on alternative farmers in a community in Japan. Every three years, this 
community hosts an art festival (ETAT), where works of art are commissioned by the festival organisers to 
raise awareness of rural depopulation and its impact on farming communities, food production, and 
cultural landscapes. The large-scale artworks are then placed in fields, abandoned houses, and community 
spaces to invite reflexivity. The art festival not only attracts many tourists from urban centres, it also 
directly affects farmers who live in the area. Natalie’s research was able to show how the art intervenes 
in the everyday life and practices of farmers, and how they experience art as a catalyst for social, cultural 
and natural change. This reflexivity enables them develop alternative practices, by coupling the social 
and ecological elements of their systems in various ways. 

Natalie also made use of various visual and creative methods. Not only did she use photos as part of her 
interviews during data collection, she also worked with a local artist to create illustrations to better 
communicate her research results to a broad audience. Indeed, images were able to convey an 
atmosphere, emotions, the intimate relation between a farmer and her crops (see Figure 1 below), aspects 
that cannot be conveyed well using only word-based quotes from interviews. 

Natalie thus showed the value of art, creativity and 
visualisation as an object of research (the artwork in the 
landscape), as a research method (photo elicitation) and 
as a mode of communicating research results (the 
illustrations). Her research highlights that visualisation 
and artworks can not only be transformative within a 
community, strengthening its reflexivity; it also has the 
potential to transform research by allowing to pay more 
attention to emotions, sensations, and feelings; and it 
can allow to convey research results to a broader 
audience, often not reached by text-based reports.  

 

  

Figure 5: Illustration of a farmer appreciating her  

tomato like an artwork (Artist: Megumi Hirose) 
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4B. UNLOCKING AND EMPOWERING 

 

Despite widespread evidence of an inherent potential for all communities to practice resourcefulness and 
resilience in their relationships with their local environmental resource base, for far too many their 
capacity to do so remains severely constrained. This can be due to the degraded condition of the 
surrounding natural resource base; the socio-demographic characteristics of a community and its social 
history of engagement in entrepreneurial action; or the uneven or unequal nature of existing social 
relations held with external stakeholders (be they public, private, third sector institutions) or other 
resourceful communities.  

Within RECOMS we have applied a critical and reflexive understanding of communities as diverse, complex 
and defined by multiple characteristics such that they can simultaneously be sites of domination and 
resistance, exclusion and inclusion, division and cohesion, vulnerability and resilience. The ESRs have been 
encouraged to work within contexts in which community resourcefulness remains latent and fragmented, 
or in which community resilience is critically low. Furthermore, by working collaboratively with existing 
local stakeholders the ESRs have retained a sensitivity for place specific factors that may serve to limit or 
undermine resourcefulness or resilience taking root, but also how they can be overcome.  

What the following communities studied by the five linked ESR projects have in common is an experience 
of exclusion. While all are based in Europe, ESR 02 focuses specifically on refugees living in two European 
cities. Across the projects are those voices that believe they are unimportant, others are frustrated at not 
being heard, and in the case of Food Policy Councils (ESRs 06 and 14) inclusion and listening to stakeholder 
voices is, or should be, fundamental. 
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TITLE: URBAN AGROECOLOGY FOR HEALTH & WELLBEING  

ESR 02 – MAI ABBAS 
Theme: Unlocking and Empowering 

 

Mai’s study explored the links between agroecology, motherhood and health. Urban agroecology is a 
specific type of urban agriculture, which goes beyond food production in an urban environment, aiming to 
increase awareness among urban citizens about their way of eating and living, encouraging the citizens to 
value their food and related knowledge, which enabling them to recall and reproduce their knowledge 
among generations and across cultures. In particular, Mai has investigated how engagement in urban 
gardening and related food and plant use practices affects the health and well-being of mothers, and how 
it informs their associated attentiveness towards and perceptions of the dietary and broader 
environmental health needs of their children. 

Mai’s fieldwork was conducted in two contrasting socio-cultural settings: with migrant women in Coventry, 
England (all of whom were also attendees of a migrant and refugee centre in the city); and with women 
from migrant and native cultural backgrounds in Munich, Germany. During her studies Mai used a range of 
research methods to investigate the connection between health, agroecology and motherhood. They 
ranged from focus groups and qualitative research interviews, to action-research workshops aimed at 
supporting women in learning how to grow plants at home following principles of agroecology to learning 
about their health benefits and producing some food/health products with these plants 

Throughout her research, Mai sought to demonstrate how a 
(feminist) ethics of care theory can be applied in practice. This 
has included experimenting with co-creating care-full research 
tools that meet the needs of research participants. Introducing 
a care framework into research practices, Mai argues, enriches 
the debate on how research can lead to and be a driver for 
transformation. A notable example, in the case of her own 
work, has been her iterative development (and application) of 
a Visual Informed Consent (VIC) procedure, in close consultation 
with research participants, a visual artist and members of the 
host institutional (CU) ethics review board.  

The need to develop the VIC was identified by Mai early on in 
her studies in connection with her experience of engaging with 
the migrant women of Coventry. At the time she observed how 

many of the women, although having stated their interest in participating in the research, then hesitated 
to sign the standard informed consent form of her host institution. Identified reasons for this included a 
potential fear of formal processes due to their unsettled residence status and also having limited 
knowledge and skills of the English language. Drawing on her own field experiences and her analysis of 
participatory research ethics literature, Mai demonstrates the need for more context-sensitive approaches 
attuned to the particular cultural and socio-demographic characteristics of a research cohort. She asserts 
that using a VIC with marginalised or vulnerable research participants (also, e.g. with children or the 
elderly) can be beneficial in giving them more confidence and encouragement to participate in academic 
research by facilitating their understanding of their rights and what to expect by consenting to be involved. 
As such VIC represents a means of materialising principles of feminist care theory into actual research 
practice; it encourages a deeper understanding of the role of the researcher and the ability to respond to 
the different relational ties in a research context.  

Figure 6: Cartoon of Mai at work 
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TITLE: CO-CREATING URBAN WATERWAYS AS SOCIALLY DIVERSE SPACES OF RESOURCEFUL 
COMMUNITY PRACTICE 

ESR 03 – SOFIA DE LA ROSA SOLANO 
Theme: Unlocking and Empowering 

Sofia studied urban waterways in post-industrial cities, through an environmental history and political 
ecology lens. The purpose was to understand the role of urban waterways in affecting societal relationships 
with water. Her research, informed by a theoretical frame of waterscapes (Swyngedouw 1999) and critical 
environmental history (Gallini 2015), emphasises issues of power, relationality and continuous reordering 
of socionatures. Through her work Sofia has sought to contribute to existing scholarship by investigating 
how water flows respond to specific and contested projects from a long-durée perspective. In particular, 
she has explored how modernity and technology have provided the means to imprint in the urban landscape 
various ways of relating with water, mostly under the notions of water abundancy, efficiency and 
development. 

 Sofia’s empirical focus is urban waterways and their development since the 
1950s. The study investigated how urban planners and private sector 
develops have, over time, attempted to adapt or transform inland 
waterways as part of an ongoing modernisation of the city. It analyses how 
such interventions, including planning decisions taken decades before (e.g. 
underground culverting of rivers, canalisation of water stream), have had a 
transformational impact upon community relations with water and 
waterways, creating a lack of interest and contributing to socio-
environmental vulnerability amongst local residents. The analysis of ESR 03 
allows us to see the river as an actor with agency, evidences how citizen 
engagement in water management has decreased through time and 
documents the different ways in which commodification around water has 
happened historically. 

 The study methodology saw Sofia collect a mix of archival data and primary 
field data in communities located adjacent to urban waterways via face-to-
face interviews, focus groups and more creative and participatory 
techniques (e.g. social cartography) in two urban waterway case study 

locations: Coventry (England) and Rotterdam (Netherlands). In seeking to combine these two types of data 
set, the study has contributed to academic debates on the methodological challenge of doing 
environmental history.  

 Sofia paid particular attention to opportunities created by using participative and co-creative methods 
for engaging the socially and economically marginalised: those whose voices are all too often unheard 
within environmental history studies. She argues participative methods are valuable tools to build 
environmental histories that are more inclusive and that, in turn, communicate better with today’s 
society. At the same time though, participatory methods also challenge historical research to go beyond 
inclusion and to place people’s knowledge in the centre of scientific production.  

 As an illustration of this, in a recent publication (De la Rosa Solano et al 2022) she explains (with reference 
to her fieldwork in Coventry) how the characteristics of participative approaches, such as inclusivity, 
creativity and critical thinking, can be applied in environmental history in combination with the concept 
of memory. Sofia concludes that by contributing to environmental awareness and political action, 
participatory methods make environmental history a powerful discipline in contributing to a decolonial 
environmental justice capable of unlocking and powering local communities.     

Figure 7: Waterway in 
Rotterdam  
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TITLE: PERCEPTIONS OF RISK AND ADAPTIVE COMMUNITY STRATEGIES 

ESR 05 – SCOTT DAVIS 
Theme: Unlocking and Empowering 

Community resilience policies have grown in popularity as a strategy to prepare for the local impact of 
forecasted environmental uncertainty. But, these policies are largely framed through a conservative and 
apolitical notion of resilience that fails to challenge dominant systems and structures of power, structures 
that play a key role in the rise of local vulnerability and risk. Scott investigated how to address this issue. 
As communities are increasingly requested to become more resilient by transforming, evolving and 
‘bouncing forward’ - what potential methods/strategies can communities employ to unlock more influence 
and empower themselves over their own local transformation and environmental future? 

Scott conducted case studies of place-based community resilience projects in Scotland and the 
Netherlands, proposing community-driven interrogations 
of authority through the exploration of potential creative 
local solutions that support a more representative, place-
based transformation - including increased influence over 
key natural resources via the notion of representative 
resilience (Davis et al., 2021). Creative and arts-based 
methods utilizing place-based cultural memory were key in 
community members imagining alternative environmental 
futures outside normative resilience framings. Scott 
explored if local cultural resilience projects motivated 
people to pursue greater influence over decisions made to 
their local environments. He found community 
imaginary(ies) began to act as a strategy of resistance 

against dominant power structures. He identified potential strategies that empower communities to 
exercise agency and develop new joint narratives for their place. 

Scott also analysed types of spaces that open when community resilience projects are commissioned. 
Fieldwork conducted in a village in Northern Netherlands was a co-creative collaboration with a local artist 
commissioned to work on a place-based arts resilience project. Community residents were divided over 
an environmental issue - the building of a large wind-park planned in a top-down way by the regional 
government. The researcher and artist worked with the affected community by applying principles of ‘the 
art of invitation’ inspired by Participatory Action Research. This included initiating encounters with 
community members without a prescribed goal, becoming both "a part of each others world" and “a 
voluntary tool” for the village inhabitants as a place-based strategy of activism (Davis et al. 2022). This 
resulted in the community working with the artist to create a symbol that represented the togetherness 
of the community, inspired by past solidarity. Scott analysed challenges local researchers and artists faced 
when working with communities in an invitational, bottom-up manner in spaces of socio-ecological 
conflict. 

Scott found these explorations of place-based natural and cultural history fostered deeper community 
understandings of local historic injustice and allowed for space where communities can construct 
connections between past injustice and present socio-ecological issues. This led to greater place 
attachment and another pathway to interrogate the legitimacy of authority and construct alternative 
environmental imaginaries. This research recommends further local cultural resilience projects that 
facilitate conditions for unlocking community imagined alternative environmental futures - offering a 
potential bottom-up strategy that challenges the apolitical nature of community resilience to set the path 
towards a more representative resilience.  

Figure 8: Traditional land use in Scotland 
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TITLE: CITIZENSHIP AND RESPONSIVE GOVERNANCE 

ESR 06 – STEPHEN LEITHEISER 
Theme: Unlocking and Empowering 

 

The current crisis of unsustainability runs the risk of being exacerbated by a crisis of democracy. 
Mainstream approaches have largely been subsumed into a trajectory characterised by industrialised 
markets, top-down control and a disconnection between people and nature.  Moreover, the dominance of 
de-politicised and techno-managerial institutional frameworks threatens to exacerbate crises of 
democracy, repressing social and political difference.  

Stephen explored transformative pathways to sustainability, unlocking 
and empowering the capacities for people to self-determine their own 
lives together. Weaving together a theory of democratic citizenship, 
cosmo-localism, and commoning (Leitheiser et al 2021), the research 
zooms in on civic actors and organisations who are planting seeds of 
systemic alternatives – in food systems, in urban politics, and in academic 
institutions. Stephen argued that the seeds of true sustainable 
transformation are scattered all around, waiting for conditions to grow 
into robust alternatives. The research, spells out a vision for ‘cosmo-local 
prototypes’, farmers engaged in new land and food cooperatives in the 
Netherlands, that unlock radical imaginaries, rooted in locally-embedded 
relationships and action that can contribute to regenerating these fertile 
conditions in pursuit of wider transformation (Leitheiser et al. 2022 
forthcoming).  

Stephen also analysed German Food Policy Councils (FPC) that bring 
together citizens and stakeholders from regional food systems. Together 
they develop practices and strategies for local food policies, for example 
by organising local and organic food procurement schemes for schools. 

More and more citizens are coming together in FPCs to both organise practical food initiatives (e.g. 
community gardens), and build spaces of deliberation where existing institutional politics can be pushed 
to move beyond that which is currently seen as possible. FPCs create a space where citizens can become 
sparring partners, rather than spectators, in governance (Leitheiser et al., 2021).  

Stephen witnessed citizens wanting to begin FPCs and collaborate with municipal governments in some 
German cities, but government actors were hesitating. After speaking with FPC leaders, he organised an 
event that could begin to legitimise the idea of citizen led FPCs in the eyes of those in government by 
bringing policymakers into dialogue with citizens and academics. The online event: ‘Scientific dialogue on 
sustainable municipal food policy: Shaping sustainable food systems together’ connected 220 participants 
including eighty-five members of German city administrations and municipalities, academics, farmers, 
entrepreneurs, activists, and citizens from all over Europe. The event featured a morning debate on topics 
from his research, including discussions about participation and democratic citizenship and the role of 
municipalities and FPCs in transforming regional food systems (see also section 5, this report).  

Stephen’s thesis (Leitheiser 2022) concluded the experimental knowledge for confronting contemporary 
crises is frequently being generated outside of the halls of academia and government (Leitheiser et al., 
2022). These institutions could take on a stronger role as co-producers and facilitators of this knowledge 
generation, instead of continuing to serve as gatekeepers and administrators of the status quo.  

   

Figure 9: Re-connecting people to 
food 
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TITLE: PROMOTING ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE THROUGH RESOURCEFUL ENGAGEMENT OF 
COMMUNITIES  

ESR 14 – SARA SMAAL 
Theme: Unlocking and Empowering 

Whereas in the past food has long been regarded as a rural, agricultural or (supra)national issue, cities 
are now gradually (re-)entering the food governance field. International platforms and networks, such as 
the Milan Urban Food Policy Pact (MUFPP) and the EUROCITIES working group on food, are encouraging 
cities to acknowledge their position and responsibilities within the food system, to reconnect with their 
inner and outer city agricultural areas and to implement food as a cross-cutting theme within their 
policy frameworks. To guide these efforts and practices, cities often develop urban food strategies 
(UFSs): comprehensive vision documents that map existing, planned and recommended initiatives, 
measures and courses of action that are (in)directly linked to food in the city. One emerging but highly 
complex theme shaping these urban food governance efforts concerns social justice within the food 
system. By applying policy instruments such as an urban food strategy and an often accompanying food 
policy council, cities are trying to include and empower citizens (specifically citizens of vulnerable 
groups) to actively take part in shaping their food system. 

Whereas the urban food strategy is now often seen as the end product of a (participatory) policy 
process, Sara has viewed it as denoting the starting point of a continuous, reflexive and open 
conversation regarding its implications and implementation. This doctoral study project, therefore, has 
aimed to explore how European medium-sized cities that have developed urban food strategy documents 
can:  

• recognise, empower and engage communities beyond the “usual suspects” (resourceful),  
• foster and facilitate ongoing, accessible and representative networks of food system actors 

(collaborative), and  
• effectively realise more socially just urban food systems (transformative).  

To gain a thorough understanding, lessons have been drawn from two in depth case studies. On the one 
hand, from the city of Groningen, which has a well-established urban food strategy and is considered as 

a best practice case. On the other hand, we accompanied the 
city of Oostende in its search to formulate an urban food 
strategy and to set up a food policy council.  

An important finding deriving from these two cases is that urban 
governments sometimes struggle to reach out to and support 
food stakeholders and initiatives that are creating social added 
value from the ground up. That is why, through Sara’s project, 
she developed the RE-ADJUSTool – REflecting on and ADvancing 
Justice in Urban food Strategies. This is a board game that 
enables urban food governance stakeholders to jointly discover 
what it takes to create a more equitable, inclusive and fair food 

system in their city or region. https://recoms.eu/re-adjustool 

Sara argues that implicit, fragmentary and unspecified adoption of social justice in 16 European UFSs is 
problematic, as it may hold back public consciousness, debate and collective action regarding food 
system inequalities and may be easily disregarded in policy budgeting, implementation and evaluation 
trajectories. As a path forward, we present the RE-ADJUSTool that would enable UFS stakeholders to 
reflect on how their UFS can incorporate social justice and who to involve in this pursuit.  

Figure 10: The RE-ADJUST Tool 

 

https://recoms.eu/re-adjustool
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4C. CONNECTING AND COLLABORATING 

 

Encouraging a more just and inclusive approach to stimulating community resourcefulness is seen as crucial 
for achieving greater equality and inclusivity, but also greater security and resilience at a local level. By 
nurturing broader participation in resourceful environmental practices, in a way which simultaneously 
capitalises on existing strengths and tackles known points of vulnerbility, communities become equipped 
to navigate their own resourceful and resilient pathways to sustainability. In so doing this increases the 
capacity of communities ‘to withstand external shocks and problems beyond their control’(Coote. A & 
Bua, A. 2015).  

At the same time, an enhanced capacity for sustainable and restorative self-management of the local 
environment helps communities to circumvent and ameliorate the impact of future shocks (Cabell, J. & 
Oelofse, M. 2012). Through the programme of training and their individual doctoral research, RECOMS ESRs 
have explored the role of public policy initiatives, as well as the impacts of private and third sector 
initiatives on socially innovative forms of local environmental resource management (Folke, C. Hahn, T. 
& Olsson, P. 2005). In parallel, they have also considered the roles and responsibilities of external 
stakeholders operating across a range of scales in either facilitating or constraining grassroots-led 
approaches to community resource management(Steiner, A & Atterton, J 2015). 

The ESRs have critically attended to the (sometimes contested) ways in which bottom-up approaches to 
establishing resilience and resourcefulness are either mobilised or blocked across a range of different 
national contexts. This extends to reviewing how political, market-based and institutional structures 
enable or restrict the ability of communities to self-organise in order to protect the needs of current 
residents and safeguard those of their future generations (Boschma, R. 2014). 

Drawing also on their training in creative forms of visualising and communicating complex information, 
the ESRs have also variously facilitated reflexive learning and knowledge exchange aimed at embedding 
resourceful community practice into environmental planning and risk management in a more just and 
sustainable way.  

While four of the five following ESR projects have had a focus in Western Europe, one (ESR 13) focused on 
peasants in rural China. Two projects consider the process and value of co-creation although in very 
different ways: through onsite artwork of objects and peoples’ narratives (ESR 04) to the more formalised 
Living Lab study (ESR 07).   
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TITLE: BUILDING COALITIONS: SOCIO-SPATIAL PLANNING AS TRANSITION MANAGEMENT, 
MEDIATION AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

ESR 04 – IMOGEN HUMPHRIS 
Theme: Connecting and Collaborating 

 

Vacant tracts of land, often old industrial sites are commonplace in many cities across Europe that 
witnessed dramatic economic changes in the second half of the 20th century. While planning actors often 
deliberate over how to transform such spaces, there is very little recognition of how many such spaces are 
already being appropriated and transformed by various individuals and the value of such strong local 
connections. In Glasgow, Scotland, many vacant sites are variously valued by people and organisations 
using these spaces. Potential transformations stay under the radar, while opportunities for connecting and 
collaboration are not taken up (Humphris and Rauws 2021). 

Imogen has sought to disrupt these arenas by exploring how we might come to understand vacant land as 
legitimate places, generating socio-environmental value in the present. She brought in a relational lens 
to the debate, presenting a framework for identifying how the socio-spatial conditions within the urban 
landscape enable and constrain citizen-led spatial appropriation (Humphris and Rauws, 2021). Findings 
reveal that informal citizen practices adaptively come into being through a process of negotiation with 
their social and material context. A significant part of her research has been based upon the 
methodological approaches of deep mapping, an arts-based, ethnographic and archeologically informed 
research approach (Humphris et al 2022). Deep mapping has been a pivotal tool and method given its 
emphasis on representations of place that foreground polyvocality, power relations and open-endedness.  

Imogen researched a specific site in Glasgow, Scotland, 
investigating in-depth the diversity of relationships woven 
into the site by local residents appropriating it in various 
ways. She organised a two-staged interview process with 
site users, making illustrations from initial walking 
conversations which were subsequently used to delve 
deeper into the participants’ relations to the site and 
explore resonances and tensions with site relations held 
by others. She gathered traces of these relationships 
through various practices, such as onsite drawing of 
objects left behind and co-mapping/ illustration of 
individual narratives. The creation of this tentative 
representation opened up new spaces of conversation 
about how the site is valued. The result was presented as 
a website (www.govandeepmap.com). The creative 
presentation of the place via the method of deep mapping 
pushes back against those more traditional 
representations in maps and charts that depict vacant land as an empty void simply awaiting development 
and spatial planning. Instead such spaces are shown as a living place right now, in the present; full of 
voices, meanings and memories.  

Most recently this work has led Imogen on to a discourse analysis of the current emerging Scottish 
government policy on Vacant and Derelict land. The aim here is to establish how relational theory can 
help to unpack more nuanced interpretations of vacant land and direct planning and policy action that is 
capable of recognising and responding to the kind of multiplicitous, dynamic and embedded values that 
many vacant sites currently offer their local communities.   

Figure 11: Representation of the perspectives of users 
on the future of the site 

 

http://www.govandeepmap.com/
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TITLE: CLIMATE ADAPTATION THROUGH SOCIO-SPATIAL PLANNING OF WATERWAYS 

ESR 07 – MARIA ALINA RADULESCU 
Theme: Connecting and Collaborating 

 

Tackling current ‘wicked’ challenges, such as climate change, energy transition, and mobility issues, asks 
for new spatial planning approaches that favour experimentation, flexibility, and collaboration. This new 
kind of approaches are preferred because they allow for a cross-sectoral and societal-inclusive 
understanding and collaboration of various kinds of stakeholders, and for the creation of ‘win-win-win’ 
solutions to the current challenges that are imbued with complexity and uncertainty. Co-creation and 
Living Labs are two of these kinds of approaches that are currently gaining terrain in the planning field.  

Maria’s research focused on exploring different aspects in relation to the application of the concepts of 
co-creation and Living Labs in the spatial and water infrastructure planning domain in the Netherlands. 
Firstly, Maria explored the enabling or hindering conditions for co-creation by analysing the co-creation 
process of the Overdiepse polder project, part of the innovative Dutch water management programme 
‘Room for the River’. The results showed that co-creation is an iterative process that depends on 
conditions related to the context, the characteristics of the stakeholders, and their relationships, but also 
on the design and dynamics of the process. Secondly, she researched the practical and organisational 
aspects of Living Labs when used as a creative and collaborative planning approach. Based on empirical 
research carried out in three spatial and water infrastructure planning projects from the Netherlands, 
Maria proposed a five-phased ‘living lab way of working’ and outlined a series of recommendations that 
can be useful when considering the use of Living Labs as a planning method.  

A valuable part of the research conducted by Maria is related to the observation of the co-creation process 
for the replanning of the Hegewarren polder from the northern part of the Netherlands over a period of 
two years. The 360 hectares of agricultural land, situated on a thick peat meadow, and enclosed by water, 
nature, and recreational areas, is confronted with multiple interrelated challenges like climate change, 
peat layer oxidation and soil subsidence, greenhouse gas emissions, and difficult maintenance of the 
polder quays. To tackle the problems that the Frisian peat meadow areas face, a co-creation approach 
was adopted to bring together the different stakeholders, to bundle the different challenges and 
opportunities, and to explore creative solutions for the polder. Maria’s research provides insights into how 
co-creation can support the development of planning capacity by looking at how the intellectual, social, 
and political capitals are expressed over time.  

This project has thus highlighted that co-creation and Living Labs, seen as a way of triggering creativity 
and innovation, represent a relevant and growing 
practice in the Dutch spatial and water 
infrastructure planning domain, are a valuable 
approach for connecting local-scale and larger-
scale planning issues and solutions. Furthermore, 
her research showed that co-creation is a process 
in which new knowledge is created, through the 
exchange and combination of local and expert 
knowledge. A process through which new relations 
are developed based on trust building and sharing 
of visions and values. A process through which the capacity to act collectively is enhanced as a result of 
the joint mobilisation of resources and the creation of a sense of ownership of the process and its 
outcomes. 

Figure 12: A Living Lab triggers creativity 
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TITLE: COMMUNITY RESOURCEFULNESS IN ENVIRONMENTALLY VULNERABLE COMMUNITIES: 
GREEN ECONOMIES AND ECOSYSTEM SERVICES 

ESR 09 – RUBEN VEZZONI 
Theme: Connecting and Collaborating 

 

While environmental damage caused by human activities is escalating, a new environmental awareness is 
rising, and alternative solutions are constantly proposed. These often rely on public expenditures, making 
use of existing policy tools, but also giving governments ground for developing new policy measures. The 
existing policy tools often lack the capacity to structurally involve other actors. Natural areas managed 
by communities and private actors play a crucial role in preserving the social and the ecological values of 
ecosystems. In order to overcome the productivist paradigm that is putting so much pressure on the 
environment, there is a need to identify new viable and long-lasting sources of maintenance, funding and 
policy tools. Actors that are directly managing natural resources are mostly located in marginal areas, 
cornered by urbanization and an increasing lack of services. These lands host nonetheless the 
overwhelming majority of our natural infrastructures and resources.  

Ruben’s research focused on investigating viable 
and concrete solutions for governments, 
communities and private actors, in order to 
manage natural resources in a long-lasting and 
fair manner. In his research, Ruben has classified 
the potential environmental sources of funding 
involving community governance and addressed 
the limits and the prospective improvements of 
these economic policy mechanisms. This research 
has investigated economic mechanisms which 
support community-led environmental action, 
especially social investment. 

In his research, Ruben focused firstly on 
investigating what are the key characteristics 

that define the economic instruments for environmental stewardship, and how they can be assessed in a 
systematic manner. Secondly, he investigated the political economy underpinnings of Market-Based 
Environmental Policy Instruments. What are the most representative instruments? What are the criteria 
to assess their characteristics? What kind of economy does the use of different economic policy measures 
promote and maintain? The answers proposed in his work contribute to the ongoing debate by clarifying 
concepts for environmental policy purposes, connecting them with one another and strengthening the 
transdisciplinarity of the field. They will also problematise and propose new insights for interpreting the 
frictions between individual and collective actions for solving environmental issues. The research work of 
Ruben provides us with new lenses to go beyond a quantitative approach to sources of funding and 
interpret the relevance of concepts like sustainability for improving economic policy tools and 
instruments. 

Ruben has thus drawn our attention to the value of policy mechanisms for dealing with contradictions 
arising from green asset utilisation and local (economic and environmental) resilience. He contributes to 
the theorisation of resilient practices of green and blue asset utilisation, as well as to our knowledge on 
the potential of economic mechanisms for transforming local resources into high-value community assets.  

Figure 13: Green economies 
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TITLE: MANAGING SOCIAL-ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS FOR RESILIENCE 

ESR 13 – JINGJING/ APRIL GUO 
Theme: Connecting and Collaborating 

 

Rural communities manage a wide variety of natural resources. Yet, the access to these resources and the 
distribution of their benefits is often unequal in the community, differing along gender lines, age groups, 
and ownership structures. This unequal access may reinforce broader rural challenges such as 
unemployment, hidden rural poverty, and youth outmigration. Moreover, a lack of critical reflection on 
traditions often hampers the innovative use of resources, even when it would address community and 
broader societal demands. Jingjing has engaged with these challenges by exploring how people- and earth-
care compete, enable, and restrict one another, and their gendered socioecological consequences in the 
everyday lives of aging Chinese peasants. Her theoretical exploration is located at the intersection of 
feminist ethics of care, socionatures, and feminist political ecology. 

At the micro level, supported by ethnographic field research, her 
study has investigated how the everyday care by aging peasants in 
rural China has been actualised in local socionatural relations. 
Through a parallel strand of discourse analysis of government 
policy and social media communications, at the meso level she has 
studied changes during recent history in the ways socionatures are 
framed and mobilised in the Party-state’s development 
campaigns. In particular, this has included the Chinese Party-
state’s socionatural modernisation campaigns since 1979, 
especially that of Ecological Civilization, and the implications of 
these representations on the identity and socionatural care 
practices of rural peasants. 

Jingjing’s doctoral thesis (in preparation) offers an in-depth analysis of how the Party-state’s reforms in 
the name of modernisation and development have continuously re-ordered not the only material 
conditions of the socionatural relations in which ordinary rural people carry out their daily lives. It has 
prescribed ‘appropriate’ meanings to the matters of agricultural production, and how a peasant should be 
situated in relation to family, community, their ecologies, and naturally also the Party-state and its 
visions.  

Jingjing argues that rather than depicted only as recipients of care, aging peasants’ care practices must 
be recognised, and their care work acknowledged as being entangled in local socionatural relations in non-
innocent ways. Accordingly, their care practices are best read as socionatural care, in which people-care, 
earth-care, and self-care at times compete with one another, and at others mutually enable one another. 
However, the matters and meanings of such care practices and their effect on individuals’ sense of self 
must also be understood in the larger socio-political context of China’s social and environmental 
governance. Within China, Jingjing concludes, ‘care’ as a value has always been mobilised in the Party-
states’ social and increasingly in its natural engineering campaigns, but yet care practices, especially by 
rural peasants in the course of everyday lives, have consistently been trivialised and devalued. 

Jingjing’s research seeks to: contribute to advancing a socionatural understanding of care; bring forth an 
argument for an alternative conception of gender equality and collectivity that acknowledges and values 
our socionatural entanglement; and contribute to public and policy debates about gender equality, care 
and environmental ethics, and collectively living well with the more-than-humans. 

  

Figure 14: Aging peasants in rual China 
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TITLE: PARTICIPATORY GIS: STIMULATING RESOURCEFUL COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT OF 
OPEN SPACE THROUGH DIALOGUE AND VISIONING 

ESR 15 – NOHEMI RAMIREZ ARANDA 
Theme: Connecting and Collaborating 

 

Building on the work of Jane Jacobs, contemporary urban design and planning strive to better integrate 
the knowledge and objective of stakeholders and local residents in the project via workshops and 
information evenings. That participation is flawed in multiple ways, including the fact that such workshops 
and information evenings attract a select group of people: well-educated, middle-aged, middle-class 
residents that are native to the area. Thus the participatory planning approach is often dominated by a 
very vocal minority. The premise of Public Participation GIS, a variety of approaches to make GIS and 
other spatial decision-making tools available and accessible to all those with a stake in official decisions 
(Schroeder 1996, p.28) is to give a voice to the silent majority.  

The research of ESR 15, Nohemi Ramirez Aranda, focuses on the potential of PPGIS to map the use of a 
city’s green open spaces by difficult to reach 
groups, e.g. young people, elderly people and 
people with a foreign background, and to get an 
understanding of their appreciation of and ideas 
for those green open spaces. Her research is 
situated in Belgium where she focused on the 
green open spaces within the city of Ghent and 
the green open spaces along the Woluwe river, 
at the rural-urban fringe of Brussels.  

Nohemi developed the new, innovative PPGIS 
tool My Green Place which uses the marker to 
map Cultural Ecosystem Services (CES). 
Compared to other geographical entities, the 
marker is a lot more user-friendly than polygons 
and stores more information than the 
commonly-used points. It is especially well-
equipped to map dynamic activities such as 
walking and biking.  

Furthermore, Nohemi analysed the barriers for 
the implementation of PPGIS in the planning 
practice. Despite many scholars advocating the 
potential of PPGIS, PPGIS is far from common 

practice. Based on an extensive literature review and workshops with planning practitioners, Nohemi 
developed a framework on the barriers that hinder the adoption of PPGIS in planning practice (see figure 
4). She showcases that many factors can hamper PPGIS, yet the most critical factors are: (a) the 
engagement within the tool, (b) the trust of respondents that data will be used, (c) the willing of 
respondents to participate and (d) the general culture on participation within the institution.  

   

Figure 15 Literature-based framework explaining the 
arrangement of barriers that hinder the adaptation of PPGIS in 
practice. 
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5. OVERVIEW OF RECOMS OUTPUTS  

 

This section offers an overview of the key deliverables and list of publications from the 
Project. 

 

KEY OUTPUTS 

“SPACES OF POSSIBILITY: COMMUNITIES AND PLACES IN 
TIMES OF SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL UNCERTAINTY” 
CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION    
 

Conference and exhibition (Confex) - “Spaces of 
Possibility: communities and places in times of social and 
environmental uncertainty” incorporated traditional paper 
sessions, storytelling, creative workshops, plenaries, a 
policy roundtable and an interactive public exhibition. It 
took place online via Zoom, running from 7th – 11th June 
2021. It consisted of a 5-day international conference, 
which incorporated 3-days of mixed-format conference 
sessions, a 1-day interactive policy roundtable, and a 1- 
day Co-creative workshop on “Care-Full Scholarship”. The 
conference week was attended by over 180 members of 
the public from 18 different countries. In parallel to the conference, an exhibition with the same 
theme (“Spaces of Possibility: communities and places in times of social and environmental 
uncertainty”) was held in physical form, in situ, in Brussels, hosted by Parck Farm in the Tour & 
Taxis Park.  

The Spaces of Possibility - Communities and Places in times of Social and Environmental 
uncertainty Book of Abstracts can be viewed and downloaded here.                                                                                                    

The Spaces of Possibility Exhibition Catalogue with more information on the art installations and 
the process of setting up the exhibition can be viewed and downloaded here.  

  

https://recoms.eu/sites/default/files/attachment/attachment-conferencebooklet.pdf
http://https/recoms.eu/sites/default/files/exhibition-catalogue-link.pdf
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CREATIVITY, IMPACT AND ENGAGEMENT TOOLKIT  

 

The interactive Creativity, Impact and 
Engagement Toolkit was created online on 
RECOMS portal and is available here. The 
portal features an overview of creative 
methods in research and community 
engagement, their applications as well as a 
description of how the featured methods 
can be tailored to the needs of the 
researchers. It also shows an online search 
tool currently including 10 methods which 
researchers can browse, based on certain 
parameters.                                                  

 

 

 

POLICY EVENT: ROUNDTABLE ON SOCIAL JUSTICE, CITIZEN EMPOWERMENT AND STAKEHOLDER 
ENGAGEMENT IN URBAN FOOD STRATEGIES, AND LAUNCH OF THE RE-ADJUST TOOL 

 

This event organised by Sara Smaal and Elke 
Rogge focused on social justice, citizen 
empowerment and stakeholder engagement 
in urban food strategies. It took place as a 
side event of the Spaces of Possibility confex. 
Alongside showcasing the Re(adjust) toolkit – 
a direct output from the RECOMS research of 
ESR Sara Smaal, the event enabled exchanges 
of best practice between international 
experts of RECOMS (Elke Rogge (ILVO); Moya 
Kneafsey (COVUNI) and a range of 
researchers, policy makers & practitioners 
representing several other H2020 projects 
and inter-municipal networks (including 
FoodSHIFT 2030, COACH, COCOREADO, 
Stadslandbouw Nederland and FOOD TRAILS). 

 
The event was attended by over 30 people and the presentation part was followed by a lively 
discussion with a lot of questions. As this event was advertised alongside the “Spaces of 
Possibility” conference and exhibition, it was disseminated through networks that reached over 
10,000 subscribers and through social media. 
 
 

https://recoms.eu/method
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POLICY EVENT: PARTICIPATORY URBAN FOOD SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT 

 

The Policy Event “Participatory urban food systems 
development” “Science Dialogues: Sustainable 
Municipal Food Policies – Participatory urban food 
systems development” co-organised by ESR Stephen 
Leitheiser (RUG) and Stadt.Land.Markt aimed to engage 
municipal government and administration in a joint 
discussion, with scientific evidence and with practical 
examples and experiences from other cities and 
countries. Scientists and policy makers jointly analysed 
and discussed the current state of research and 
practice and provided space for participants from a 
range of different backgrounds to reflect on how these 
insights might be implemented in various localities.  

The event was held on a bespoke platform for video 
conferencing and the discussants used both German and 
English languages. English translation via steno-chat 
was organised for the German-only morning sessions. The event was attended by over 160 
participants and drew the attention of 85 members of German city councils and 
administrations. 

 
 

RECOMS BOOK: CO-CREATIVITY AND ENGAGED SCHOLARSHIP: TRANSFORMATIVE METHODS IN 
SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY RESEARCH 

 

This edited book collection, which includes contributions from 
the majority of the RECOMS fellows, offers:  

• A unique overview of transdisciplinary approaches to 
researching and communicating community environmental 
practice  
• Demonstrates how to engage in impactful research 
realising the full potential of transdisciplinary science  
• Acts as an invaluable reference for researchers working 
across a range of different institutions and community settings  
• Is open access, providing free and unlimited access/ 
Available for download at:  

https://recoms.eu/recoms-book 
 
https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-3-030-84248-
2#toc 

https://recoms.eu/recoms-book
https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-3-030-84248-2#toc
https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-3-030-84248-2#toc
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RE-ADJUSTOOL 

 

ESR Sara Smaal developed this tool from her research into urban food strategies and social 
justice. Its purpose is to enable a range of different stakeholders to come together and 
dialogue on the topic of social justice in a manner capable of stimulating actual on-the-ground 
change. The tool is designed to bring the abstract topic of “social justice” to the forefront by 
engaging discussions with diverse groups of people and gauging multiple perspectives and 
interpretations. “Social justice” viewed as an adaptation process of learning and re-adjusting 
strategies, is unpacked in the tool within three dimensions “Economic redistribution”, 
“Cultural recognition” and “Political representation”. The Re-ADJUST tool, which is an 
acronym that stands for “REflecting on and ADvancing Social Justice in Urban Food Strategies” 
Tool, is shaped as a table-top game, with the aim for everyone to adhere to a set of rules and 
clear instructions, thus promoting participation on equal terms. Notably, rather than holding 
any competitive element, it aims at promoting dialogue and better awareness of the rationale 
and points of view of others around the table. 

 

 

The tool is available for free download here. 

 

 

https://recoms.eu/re-adjustool
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KEY MESSAGE EDUCATIONAL FILM CLIPS 

 

Three educational film clip animations were produced, enhancing the ESR skills development 
and capitalison ing them for the purposes of wider societal impact through close alignment 
with an overarching focus on ‘visualising and communicating’. ESRs Talitta Reitz (LMU), Mai 
Abbas (LMU) and Kei Yan (Natalie) Leung (BOKU) collaborated with the animator and film-
maker Ceylan Beyoglu (StoryKid Studio) to produce the film clip animations. They used creative 
and visual methods to widen the academic impact of the RECOMS consortium members as a 
group by communicating research (concepts, results, experiences) to non-academic audiences. 
The goal was to experiment with new and creative ways of engaging and exchanging 
experiences with diverse audiences about important social and environmental topics. 

The three film clips called “Finding life”, “The Magical Tomato” and “Our Park, Our City” 
present complicated issues in a playful, easy-to-understand, and engaging way. By presenting 
the topics with imaginative scenes and stories, the films have the potential to inspire 
metaphorical thinking and generate fluid and open-ended interpretations (when compared with 
textual communication such as research articles/verbal presentations). With these advantages 
of animations, researchers can draw the attention of a wider audience to the topics. 

The films have been made available free of charge for non-commercial use (Creative Commons 
4.0 license) on Vimeo, YouTube and the RECOMS website.  

“Finding Life”, which tells the story of a young urban professional, who rediscovers the unique 
resources and potentials of rural communities, and develops close bonds with her neighbours 
and nature, can be accessed here: https://youtu.be/MapYST0Wweg  

“The Magical Tomato”, follows the experiences of a young girl, who forms a healthier 
relationship with food, and learns more about where it comes from with the help of a magical 
tomato, is available here: https://youtu.be/NOuwbcOweOU  

“Our Park, Our City” is about a teenage girl, who discovers the power of community and civic 
initiative while trying to save the local park. The clip can be viewed here: 
https://youtu.be/BN6IuEHAXqw  

 

CARE-FULL SCHOLARSHIP MOOC 

 

RECOMS has produced A Massive Open Online 
Course (MOOC) exploring the relevance of ‘care 
and its different flavours’ to academic scholarship: 
‘Whether you are at the beginning of your career 
or further-established, through this MOOC you are 
invited into an international learning community 
where we will critically and reflexively engage 
with care-full scholarship. Our aim is for this MOOC 
to trigger just and transformative change in our 
own work, our institutions and beyond’. The course is available for free here.  

https://youtu.be/MapYST0Wweg
https://youtu.be/NOuwbcOweOU
https://youtu.be/BN6IuEHAXqw
https://care-full-scholar.co.uk/
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POLICY BRIEFS 

 

The RECOMS project has produced two series of three policy briefs.  

The first set of three policy briefs is based on preliminary research findings and is aimed at 
informing future funding schemes in the Horizon Europe Programme, advocating for targeted 
funding for Transdisciplinary research; social resilience; and agroecology: 

 

                      

 

While the second batch of three is based on research results and focuses on more local, 
community based approaches, including: advocating for living labs in urban water governance, 
social justice in urban food strategies, and the use of interactive art exhibitions for 
disseminating research findings and promoting engagement: 
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